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The works within these evocative ambulatories of corrugated board
in various ways engage with design.
Picture: John Brash

Gertrude Contemporary Art Spaces,
200 Gertrude Street, Fitzroy,
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Since antiquity, art has been closely allied to design. The loftiest ideals
were shared by architect, sculptor, potter and painter. They all worked
towards a symbolic order that was also created by poets, priests and
performers.

Close rapport between the fine arts and design has been maintained
through most epochs and can be seen in a striking exhibition, Octopus 5,
at Gertrude Contemporary Art Spaces. The designer Horst Kiechle has
created a new ambience in the awkward spaces of the old gallery, lining
the rooms with convulsively clustered cardboard, folded and cut in
articulated sections that build energies around the key spatial episodes.

From some points, you seem to be looking at a shop display, at others a
virtual screen environment and sometimes it's like a Romanesque
cloister, full of stony gravity, as the featherweight blocks of cardboard
loom over one another's plane like the hefty voussoirs that span the vault
beneath a chilly church of the Middle Ages.

The works within these evocative ambulatories of corrugated board in
various ways engage with design. The most seductive is Koji Ryui's
manipulated streamers, insulation tape and drinking straws. The tape is
drawn out of its proper plane and extended skyward, forming unstable
towers that threaten to tickle the cardboard walls with a wand-like taper.

The drinking straws are the type with a little elbow in them. These are
bunched together along various axes to form complicated matrixes
resembling molecular structures in organic chemistry. They are delicate
and pretty, creating a whole network of pointless conduits. In their
weightless modular assembly, they echo the logic of Kiechle's cardboard
architecture.

So, too, do the sound bites of Woody Allen, represented by Grant
Stevens with flickering projected words from simultaneous soundtracks.
This takes place in the very sanctuary of Kiechle's corrugated cardboard
temple, a geometric cella, now filled with the perverse humour that so
inscrutably blasphemes conventional imagination and logic.

Raafat Ishak's painting refers to architecture in other ways, with a
typeface commanding in Italian: "Send me home". This reference to
refugee and exile proposes another meaning of building and home, in
which the walls jealously symbolise barriers to other people.

Design and art are seldom as happily married as they are at Gertrude
Street. The temptation to handle design in art is as strong as the zeal
among architects to be artists and create autonomous inventions, a theme
greatly encouraged by digital technology.

Meanwhile, artists enjoy design as subject matter, because popular
imagery is ubiquitous, psychologically pervasive, full of fantasy and
wish-fulfilment, and much in need of deconstruction.

An author wrote in triumphant strains in The Australian on Saturday that
"artists are now freely disregarding the distinctions that once separated
art from design, entertainment, leisure and commerce". He further opines
that art does not "have to be more than fashion, furnishings, graphic
design or video clips - indeed decor - to have the status of art".

But the overlap of art and design needs little heralding: it's ancient. The
issue is the intellectual and artistic calibre of the art or design, however
much they encroach on one another's patch. Are they part of an
imaginative investigation - as at Gertrude Street - or do they promulgate
complacent lifestyle stereotypes, the lite spiritual diet of commercial sex-
appeal and the reactionary values of globalised marketing?
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If you want art that inculcates passive consumerism, you need go no
further than advertising. You can call it art, but it's spiritually ugly art,
just as it makes retrograde design. The values come first, and any
distinctions between art and design are secondary.

Mind you, when design is determined to appeal to vulgar cultural
totalisation, it has an ugliness that is all its own. This level of visual and
conceptual mediocrity is reached in the identity campaigns for the
Olympic and Commonwealth Games, didactically stretched out in an
exhibition called The Design Game: Sydney 2000 and Melbourne 2006
at Monash University's Faculty Gallery on the Caulfield campus. Style
and content are structured around the hysterically upbeat, colourful
cliches (such as figures made out of boomerangs) that want to rouse
group feeling by strategic association management.

We basically have art to undo this kind of visual cant.

robert.nelson@artdes.monash.edu.au
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